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Profile of Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft
 Europe's largest organisation in applied research
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Founded: 1949



18 000 employees



More than 80 research institutes,
of which 60 operate as independent profit centres



Europe: Brussels (Belgium), Moscow (Russia),
Budapest (Hungary), Jönköping (Sweden),
Bolzano (Italy), et al.
USA: Boston (Massachusetts), Pittsburgh
(Pennsylvania),
Plymouth (Michigan), Providence (Rhode Island),
College Park (Maryland), Peoria (Illinois)
Asia: Ampang (Malaysia), Beijing (China), Jakarta
(Indonesia), Koramangala Bangalore (India), Seoul
(Korea), Singapore, Tokyo (Japan)
Middle East: Dubai (United Arab Emirates),
Cairo (Egypt)

Budget Profile of Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft

 Roughly 70% of the budget is generated through


Projects commissioned by industry and



Publicly funded research projects

 Roughly 30% is provided by the German state and
federal governments
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* Figures for 2010

Profile of IAO and IAT1
www.iao.fraunhofer.de – www.iat.uni-stuttgart.de

 Founded:

IAO – 1981
IAT – 1991

 Head of Institute:
Dieter Spath

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Dr.-Ing. E.h.

 Budget:

31,5 million Euro, of which 33%
are generated from industrial

contracts
 Staff:

480 employees

Figures from 2010,
1) Including Institut für Arbeitswissenschaft und Technologiemanagement
(IAT) University of Stuttgart
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Action fields and Objectives to Improve Gender Aspects (3)

We used the PRAGES criteria to assess project ideas on Gender Diversity.

Objective A 1: Changing culture and behaviours
Objective A 2: Promoting w ork-life balance
Objective A 3: Supporting early-stage career
development
Objective B 1: Overcoming gender stereotypes
Objective B 2: Gendering scientific contents and
methods C 1: Supporting w omen to attain key
Objective
positions in the practice of research
Objective C 2: Supporting w omen to attain key
positions in the management of research
Objective C 3: Strengthening w omen's visibility
and their role in communication
Objective C 4: Increasing w omen's influence in
innovation and science-society relationships
Total score

Calculated Priority
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BfC1 reports to the ILA2

There is a standardised
format of the monthly ILA
meetings of all leaders.
There is a standardised
format of the related protocols.
There are attachments
added to the protocols.

All employees, student assistants,
apprentices and those doing an
internship have access to the
protocols and all attachments
via intranet.
1

the person in charge for equal opportunities
‘Institutsleitungsausschuss’ is the body of the IAO/IAT where all leading persons meet once a month

2 ILA:
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Improving the impact of BfC reports

List of objectives:
 Provide reports to the ILA twice a year instead once a year.

 Turn the report’s character from being plain reports to an instrument of
continuous improvement of gender aspects.
We have developed two
process descriptions on how
to produce the annual
comprehensive report and
how to produce an annual
intermediate report.
That is structural
implementation!
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BfC monthly reports to the ILA (1)

Standardised format
of the protocols is
headed by a set of
meta- information.

Location
Day
Time
Participants
(34 leaders out
of 250
employees)

BfC Report has been
one unmentioned
sub-topic under point:
Personal and BR
(Workers’ Council)
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Next meeting
Agenda

BfC monthly reports to the ILA (2)

Standardised format
of the protocols has
been changed now.

Location
Day
Time
Participants
(34 leaders out
of 250
employees)

A monthly BfC Report
is now an explicitly
mentioned sub-point
under point:
Personal, BR
(Workers’ Council), BfC

Next meeting
Agenda

Personal, BR, BfC

That is structural
implementation!
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Impacts of the BfC reports to the ILA

Giant consequences of that seemingly tiny change
“Personal, BR, BfC” are:


The sub-topic BfC was inserted subsequent to a request of
the one of five directors at Fraunhofer IAO who is backing
the added topic.



The sub-topic BfC is structurally implemented, independent
of the current members of the ILA and leaders at Fraunhofer IAO.



The importance of the sub-topic BfC was shifted to the same level as BR (Workers’
Council) and will be recognised according to that level.



The BfC is now at every ILA meeting explicitly addressed by the head of the institute to
give a report.



The sub-topic BfC is now every month visible to every leader attending ILA meetings.



The sub-topic BfC is now anytime visible to anyone looking at a protocol of any ILA
meeting.
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IAO intranet about equal opportunities: Redesign

Redesign:
 Old intranet page: little and old information

 New designed intranet page: wide range of updated information:
 General information
 Reconciliation of work and family life
 Activities at IAO

 Gender research
projects at IAO
 Gender sensitive
language

 Administration
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IAO intranet about equal opportunities: Evaluation

Evaluation:
 Online questionnaire

 Survey period: 2 weeks in February 2011
 Target group: all employees of IAO and IAT incl. student workers and
interns
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IAO intranet about equal opportunities: Results

Results (extracts):


More than 70% are satisfied with the outline and the offered information



Top 3 of important menu items:


Reconciliation of work and family life



Activities



Administration

Second Update of the intranet following suggestions of the respondents:


information for:


older employees

Renaming the category:



employees caring for their ill parents



Reconciliation of work and
private life

disabled employees
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Baby break and re-entry after parental leave:
Baby present
 Baby present for children of
female and male employees: romper suit

 Development of a defined process
for the distribution of the present
Evaluation (extracts of results):
 100% love the idea of handing out a baby present
 93% like the baby sleeper's colour, material and the stitchery
 100% think that the baby present contributes to making them feel appreciated
by the institute

Other institutes heard about the baby present and started to copy it.
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Baby break and re-entry after parental leave:
Seminar “Reentry after parental leave”
 Seminar took place at October 22nd to 23rd 2010 in Stuttgart
 Participants: 10

 Organised by Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft
1 = fully satisfying

Evaluation
(extracts of
results):

overall impression

documents

practical relevance

content
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Workshop on Gender Diversity at IAO/IAT (1)

Objectives of the workshop:


Reflecting basic ideas of Gender Diversity



Introducing you to the existing offers at IAO/IAT/Fraunhofer



Finding your personal position



To find ideas for
improvement at IAO/IAT

Structure:


One day (6 hours)
11:00 to 17:00 h



shared parts



Separate parts for
men und women



common list of
suggestions as a result
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Workshop on Gender Diversity at IAO/IAT (2)

 There is a printed Workshop Manual.
 Ideas for improvements generated
in the workshops are supposed to
be listed in an overall list of
desirable improvement
projects at the IAO.
 The next Workshop will take
place in late spring 2012 and
was already announced by
the actual BfC.

That is structural implementation!
© Fraunhofer
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Suggestions

 Create tiny projects which contribute to the big picture.
 Set priorities and realize the projects which promise to contribute
most to the objectives.
 Care for structural implementations.
 Make sure you have a lot of patience.
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Thank you very much!
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